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Services for teaching, research and
co-innovation

SAP University Alliances is a global program that provides
more than 3,000 universities with free SAP software licenses
for academic purposes. Within this program the SAP Univer-
sity Competence Centers (UCC) host SAP solutions for
teaching, research and co-innovation.

In addition, UCCs develop and manage academic teaching
materials to assist lecturers and researchers. While UCCs
assure 24/7 availability of complex system landscapes and
support users closely, faculty members can fully concentrate
on their core competencies: teaching and research.

By using our scenario-based and practical curricula on latest
SAP solutions, lecturers and students can reach their full
potential. Our comprehensive teaching materials consist of
presentations, case studies and hands-on exercises. Additio-
nal teaching tools facilitate continuous student assessments
and foster group discussions.

Our experts can support you through all phases.
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SAP TS410
Official SAP Certification

SAP UCC

Also available:



What is TS410

T = Training

S4 = SAP S/4HANA

10 = ten days

TS410 is an official SAP Education certification course based
on the SAP S/4HANA solution. It serves as an introduction to
SAP‘s latest business software and prepares students for the
subsequent SAP certification. With this SAP certificate, future
graduates will have better chances on the job market.

Prerequisites to use TS410 in your
teaching

To offer this course at your institution, you must be officially
TS410 certified. To prepare for this, a 3-day intensive course
followed by self-study is usually sufficient if you have the ap-
propriate prior knowledge. Afterwards, you take the online
exam.

For students, we recommend the 10-day intensive course,
which cover all modules comprehensively. The online exam
is conducted by SAP Education afterwards. After passing the
exam, course participants receive the official SAP certificate,
which is also the basis for further qualifications and can be
officially used, for example in job applications.

Modules

In total, twelve modules introduce different business areas.
In addition to the theoretical teaching of the content, practi-
cal application examples are carried out with SAP Fiori Apps
or via the SAP GUI. Students gain an understanding of tasks
and processes within and across different areas in a compa-
ny.
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